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Chapter 5—Departmental Side by Side Using Account Filters 

Primary Concepts in This Chapter 
• Overview 
• Departmental Side by Side Using Account Filters 1st Glance 
• Use Existing IS Row Format 
• Create the New Column Layout 
• The Best Way to Add Account Filters 
• Create a New Catalog 
• When to Change the Calculation Priority 
• Column Widths 
• Rounding to Whole Dollars 
• Resolving Out of Balance Due to Rounding 
• One Last Accuracy Check—What a Check Total Won’t Find 
• Results 

Overview 
 
A Side by Side report shows different departments across the column headings. It 
can be done two different ways: 

• Using Account Filters in the column layout 
• Using Reporting Units selected from a reporting tree in the column layout 

 
Either way gets good results, but when I need to use multiple accounts to restrict 
one column, I’m usually tempted to use a tree.  
 
This chapter shows how to use Account Filters; the next chapter shows how to use 
Reporting Units. 
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Departmental Side by Side Using Account Filters 1st Glance 
 

 
 

Use Existing IS Row Format 
No changes needed to the row format. 

Create the New Column Layout  
Just as a reminder, this is a quick snapshot of FW’s account structure: 
 

Natural—Location—Department 
     4    —     4       —     3 

 
And these are the values in the Department segment: 
 

Department Description 
000 Corporate 
001 Retail 
002 Wholesale 
003 Lab 
004 Studio 
012 Wholesale IC 

 
 
We’re going to use these Department values in the Account Filter cell to restrict 
the columns to Corporate, Retail, Wholesale, and so on. 
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So go ahead and create your column layout. Here it is without the Account Filters: 
 

 
 
If you were to run this, you would see 6 columns with identical data (plus a total) 
because it hasn’t yet been restricted using Account Filters. 
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The Best Way to Add Account Filters 
 
So now we’ll add the Account Filters for each department. Here’s something good 
to know: while you can just start typing in your account number, the absolute best 
way is to drop the box down and enter your account number(s) there. The reason 
is that FRx reads your account structure, puts the hyphens in for you, and won’t 
let you make a length mistake. Sweet. 
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The first GL column is for the Corporate department. Per the chart of accounts, 
the Corporate department is value ‘000’, so I’ll complete the value as follows. 
Note that I’m masking the Main account (the 1st segment) with ‘????’ because this 
will allow the 4 digit account number in the row format to be pulled in. I’m also 
masking Location (segment 2) with ‘????’ because I want it summarized: 
 

 
So now when you enter the values from the chart of accounts for the remaining 
departments, you’ll end up with a column layout that looks like this. Note that you 
can drop each box down individually, OR (my favorite) you can copy from 
Corporate into each department through Wholesale IC (be sure not to copy into 
the Total column), and then F2 to edit each cell to the appropriate value: 
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Save the column layout and use the following Name and Description: 
 

 

Create a New Catalog 
 
Now click the Open Catalog icon to move to the catalog. It’s entirely possible that 
you’ll bring up the IS BudgetVar report. If you do, please close it and open click 
the Catalog of Reports icon.  Here’s the resulting window: 
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Instead of creating a new catalog, though, we’re going to Clone IS Trend. Why IS 
Trend? Because it’s set to a Landscape orientation on the Page Setup tab. So 
please select IS Trend, then click Clone: 
 

 
 
Make the following changes on the new catalog: 
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Because we cloned IS Trend, there’s one more change needed in the Report 
Header. Change the date from ‘Through @TXTDATE’ to ‘@TXTP+D’ (this is the 
code for ‘For the Seven Months Ending July 31, 2010’): 
 

 
(The @TITLE code is below the date but doesn’t show here due to room. Again, it 
won’t print if you’re not using a reporting tree.) 
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Save, then Generate the catalog and you get the following results. Looks pretty 
good. You may think you’re finished. But you’re not. There is a calculation error 
on this report. Can you spot it? 

 
 
(See the next page for the answer.) 
  


